CHAPTER 7
COTTAGE OR PROVINCIAL TYPES
Terminology. The term cottage types as applied to homes and
home furnishings usually means all the small or unpretentious types
except those that are Modern In style. These cottage types could
also be classified as traditional; however, It Is more convenient to
consider them as a separate group. Provincial or rural types are
those that developed away from the large cities; they are the op-
posite of urban. Peasant types are those used by the poor European
farmers. Pioneer types are those made by early settlers oa the
frontiers of newly developed country. Provincial, rural, peasant,
pioneer, or other cottage types are generally simplified versions of
larger and more elaborate houses and furnishings found in the cities.
An Important reason for the difference between urban and rural
styles was that tools, materials, and funds were scarce in the coun-
try, and amateur carpenters were unskilled.
COTTAGE TYPES USED IN AMERICA
Various parts of the United States have developed distinct pro-
vincial types of houses. The outstanding reason for the develop-
ment of dissimilar types was that Immigrants reproduced the houses
of their mother countries, especially where they were segregated
in. large communities. English, Dutch, French, Spanish, and Mex-
ican Immigrants all produced homes with native characteristics.
Early American and Cape, Cod cottages are English derivations
built.In New England; cottages, of French design are common.in
southern Louisiana; small houses of the Spanish type are plentiful
ie the,Southwest, ; ••••:'.•"."• . .;. :. .-',-. ;•:"••'..••.•• '.. v/ '
In Chapter 5 nearly, all of these,'small houses are, fully described
along with 'their larger prototypes in order that their: origins be
easily understood.,:. Cottage types that are in-iise In America today,
are listed in this>chapter for review, :.   •.".•'':..    ..';.•••'•.' •",'    .-..••..
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